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1. Legal Quotes
"The court is like a palace of marble; it's composed of people very hard and very polished." [Jean de la
Bruyere]
“I was ruined twice; once when I lost a lawsuit and once when I won one." [Voltaire]
"Lawyers and woodpeckers have long bills." [Proverb]
2. Legal short
Two lions are walking through the veld in single file. The one behind keeps licking the rear of the lion in
front. "Stop it!" says the first lion, "it's really irritating." "Sorry, " says the second lion, "I just ate an
attorney and I'm trying to get the taste out of my mouth."
3. Inspiring quotes
"A day without laughter is a day wasted." [Charlie Chaplin]
"Dedication beats talent. Practice trumps genetics. And a strong character is more valuable than a lucky
break." [Robin Sharma]
"Either you decide to stay in the shallow end of the pool or you get in the ocean." [Christopher Reeve]
4 Estate planning: how to ensure that your children inherit equally (when one owes you
money)
I am a firm believer in complete transparency when it comes to what you may inherit from your parents
when they pass on. Transparency, in my opinion, leads to far fewer disputes between children down the
line, especially if one of the children has been appointed as executor. That having been said, I also
believe in the SKI plan (spend the kids' inheritance). We should not take it as a given that we will inherit
anything from our parents (the Roman law refers to a "spes" or a "hope" -not a right- of inheritance). Our
parents should be entitled to spoil themselves in their older age and not worry about preserving anything
for us kids. That's my opinion, anyway.
When thinking about your will, how should you deal with a situation where you have loaned
money to one of your children which is yet to be repaid (and may not be repaid at the time of your
death)?
In South African law the default position is that a parent intends for his or her children to inherit equally.
it follows that, unless expressly excluded in the will, the principle of collation will apply.
The loan to your child will be seen as an asset in your estate. If you have two children, the outstanding
balance of the loan will be added to the value of the estate and your children will then each be entitled to
half of the larger value. The amount still due by your one child will then be deducted from his
inheritance. In other words, he will not have to actually pay the money into the estate, but it will be
taken into account when calculating how much his inheritance will be.
If we assume that at death your estate is worth R5 million and that the loan to your child was R1,5
million, the loan must now be added to the value of your estate (the total estate now being R6.5 million).
Each child would thus be entitled to R3 250 000. The child who received the loan however must deduct
the amount that he owes the estate from his inheritance, i.e. he would receive R1 750 000 from your
estate and the other child would receive R3 250 000. [Note that I have not used in interest, if applicable,
in this example].
Collation applies automatically to the testator’s immediate descendants – i.e the testator's
children (including adopted children). The test to determine whether collation applies is: would the
descendent have inherited if the deceased had died without a will – in terms of the Intestate
Succession Act?
Note further that collation does not apply to a grandchild who inherits, if the testator's children are still
alive.
The effects of collation can also be avoided if the testator expressly excludes it from his or her

will. In the example mentioned above, this would be unfair, in my opinion, to the child who hadn't
loaned money from his parent.
From later today my number will revert to 083
2515451.
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